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I. Introduction

P

	

	 The ever increasing demand for frequency allocation, the

recent trend in employing digital methods for highly reliable

communications, the bandwidth expansion of the s:ganl, by non-

linear satellite channels specifically at high frequency ranges,

and above all, the limited natural resource of frequency spectrum

have stimulated the research and development of reliable, bandwidth

efficient and high dL,a rate communica'Cions systems. The perfor-'

mance of a system is evaluated according to several criteria, such

as bit error rate in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), bandwith

allocation, signalling speed, complexity and the effects of fading,

nonlinearities and interference. In a communication system the

employment of many schemes such as bit rate redEjction (bandwidth

compression.) techniques, error'control methods and modulation

techniques contribute to the overall performance of the system.

In this report, bandwidth efficient digital modulation techni-

ques which have been proposed for use on and/or applied to satellite

channels are briefly reviewed. In a survey of recent works on digital

modulation techniques, (1), the performance of several schemes opera-

ting in various environments are compared and an extensive number of

references is presented.

ti
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11. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), also called 4-PSK

is a well known modulation technique and is widely used in digital

terrestrial and satellite systems. The structure of QPSK, or some

modified version of it, is used in the implementation of the more

complicated modulation techniques: QPSK, MSK I QPR t 16-PSK and

QASK which are described in the following sections. Therefore, it is

essential to at first understand the principle of operation of this

fundamental modulation technique.

Figure I shows the block diagram of a QPSK modulator. The

first step in generating QPSK is to separate the binary information

or data sequence do ,:), where d(k) = it for	 k s	 into two

streams d t (2) ,-.+1) and d Q (2k+l, ) known as the inphase sequence and

quadrature sequence, respectively. The odd bits, or the inphase

sequence, are delayed by the time of one bit, T, and both the inphase

sequence and quadrature sequence are streched such that each has a

duration of 2T. The streched inphase sequence and quadrature sequence

are denoted by d 
I 

(t,) and d 
Q 
(t) respectively. Note that the rateof

d I (t) and d Q (t) is one half the rate of the original bit stream, d(k).

Next d I (t) is amplitude modulated into a carrier cos w 
0 t and d Q M

is amplitude modulated onto the carrier sin W 0 t. The two resulting

terms when added together constitute the QPSK signal, y QPSK(t)f

YQPSK (t) = d I (t) cos toot + d Q (t) sin w 0 t	 (1)
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The signal waveforms of a specific QPSK modulated informat,Lon

sequence are illustrated in Fig. 7,, Note that the waveform in the

I and Q channel are time aligned.

Since dI (t) and dQ (t) are binary signalsr YQPSK(t) can assume

four different values (phases). The signal space of a QPSK modulator

'with unit energy per symbol it shown in Fig. 3. The baseband signals

in the I and Q channels are independent of each other. Hence the

phase shift of the,next transmitted signal with respect to the present

signal can be 0, 190 or 180 degrees. The 180 degrees phase shift

occurs when both components, I and Q, change their polarity. If

only one of the channels changes its state, then the quadriphase 	 =

signal- undergoes a +90 degrees phase shift. Finally if both of the

binary components remain the same, there are no changes in the phase

of the signal. Note that the phase of the signal can change at most

once per signalling time.

To avoid the AM/PM conversion phenomenon due to nonlinearities

in a travelling-wave tube (TWT) satellite repeater, (2), the signal

prior to the TWT is hard limited. Because of the possible abrupt

phase shifts of 180 degrees in the QPSK signals, the hard limitter

restores the frequency sidebands filtered out by the transmit filter

[3]. In an offset-QPSK signal described in the next section, the

abrupt phase shifts of 180 degrees do not occur and therefore it

is more suitable for use on the nonlinear satellite channels.
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F	 QPSK Demodulator

The QPSK signal ran be detected by a coherent demodulator

as shown in Fig. 4. At the receiver the ?received signal v(k),

v (t) = dx (t) cos (wot + o) + dQ M sin (w 0 t + 0)

where 0 is an unknown phase, 0 ^ Q S 21r', is at first squared.

(For simplicity it is assumed that the received signal is noiseless).
G

The output of the squarer, vl (t), is

a	 '
v l (t) = dx (t) dQ (t) sin (2 wot + 2 0)

f	 Note that the product d l (t) dQ (t) = p(t) is equal to +1 or -l.

The Costas loop used in the QPSK demodulator of Fig. 4 is a double

branch phase estimator. The basic structure of a Costas loop is

shown in Fig. 5. The output of the loop to the input signal

v^ (t) = p (t) sin (2w0t + 20 ) is v  (t) = cos (2 w 0 t + 20 ) , where e

is an estimate of the unknown input phase e. Note that vo W is

independent of the waveform p(t). For a detailed description of

the :.function and analysis of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)

and the loop filter H(s), employed in the Costas loop, the reader

is referred to ref. (4] .

Spectral Characteristic of QPSK Signals

The general approach to compute the power spectra of a random

signal is to find the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation

function. The low pass equivalent of the power spectral density of

QPSK: modulated signal with symbol rate T can then be readily shown to

be

S	 (f) = 2T [ sin 21j fT ]2
QPSK	 21rfT

4



Performance of QPSK on AWGN Channel

Under ideal conditions, i.e., Perfect orthogonal signalling

and perfrect synchronization in the coherent demodulator, the two

binary components of a QPSK signal may be detected orthogonally.

Thus, the absence of cross coupling between the binary components

allows QPSK to provide a detection performance that is identical to

the BPSK case. However, when the orthogonality between the two

binary channels of a QPSK signal is destroyed by^nonideal conditions,

the resulting interchannel interference causes the detection performance

to deterioriate. The offset-QPSK modulation technique reduces the

degradation due to interchannel interference (5].

III. Offset-QPSK and MSK

Offset-QPSK, (a QPSK), also known as staggered QPSK, is the

same signalling format as QP$K except that the inphase and quadrature

bit streams are offset in time by half of a symbol period. The block

diagram of an OQPSK modulator is shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7 the

waveforms at various stages of the modulator of Fig. 6 corresponding

to a specific data input are sketched. Note that at each symbol

interval only one of the channels may change its polarity and there-

fore the occurrence of phase shifts of 180 degrees are not possible.

However, compared to QPSK signalling, the discontinuities in the signal

phase occur more often.'

5)
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The waveform of an oQ PSK modulated signal is

d (2k-1) A (t-2kT) cos 2740t + d (2k-2) B.[t- (2k-2) TI sin 27rf0t

yOQPSK (t) =
	 for (2k-1) T$ t S UT	

(2).
d(Z)C-1) A(t-2kT) cos 27r 4L ot + d(2%) B (t-2kT) sin 2vf0t 	

N

for 2kT $ t S (2k+1)T

where modulator waveforms A(t) and B(t) are defined as	 t

1	 for 0 S t S 2T
A(t) _ F

0	 otherwise

and

1	 for -T S t 5 T
.B (t)

0	 otherwise

In QPSK signalling, imperfect carrier synchronization produces

interchannel interference. Because of offset alignment of the binary

modulation components of QQPSK signals, the'cross coupling can change

state at midbit, such that the interference during the first half of

the bit is cancelled by interference of opposite polarity during the

second half of the bit interval. Consequently, O QPSK signalling will

have a detection performance identical to BPSK when the cross coupling

changes state,, [5]. When the cross coupling remains constant over the

entire bit interval the detection performance will be the same as for

conventional QPSK communications.
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Power Spectra of OQPSK

The pow(ar spectral density of OQPSK is the same as the ,power

spectral density of QPSK, i.e.,

S	
2T [ sin 27rfT)

OQPSK (f )	 2,fffT

In systems with a purely linear channel, OQPSK modulation

has no advantage over traditional QPSK signalling. However, by

means of digital computer simulations (3), [G], and analytical

methods [7] it is shown that the spectra of OQPSK with regard to
f

}	 suppression or restoration of its sidelobes is less affected by

nonlinear satellite channels.

Minimun shift keying (MSK) is a special case of continuous

phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK). In CPFSK the frequency is

shifted or kept the same at every new data bit period [8), [9]. In

MSK the frequency shift during each data bit interval T, exactly

decreases or increases the phase by 90 degrees.

The signal waveform of an MSK signal is, [10]

yMSK (t) 
= cos [2,fff t + 2TOrd (k) t + x(k)], kT S t S (k+l)T (4)

where f  is the carrier frequency, d(k) M ±1 is the transmitted data

at rate R = T and x(k) is a phase constant which is valid over the

kth binary data interval kT 5 t'S (k+l)T. The value of the constant

x(k) in each bit interval is determined by the constraint that the

 phase of the signal at transition time t = kT must be continuous.

Hence x(k', can be obtained from the recursive relation
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x(k) = x (k-1) + [d (k-1) - d (k)) 2k 	
O

The initial reference phase x(0), can, without any loss of

generality be set to zero. From (5) . at can readily be shown that

x(k) is equal to 0 or n modulo 2ff 	 Now define the piecewise

'linear phase ft.nction (1) (t) as

^, (t)	 x (k) + ( ^rd (	 ] t^	 kT 6e t 4	 (k+1) T	 (6)

Then ,p (t) identifies the binary data stream d (k) , - 	 k S «+,

and forms a path through the phase trellis diagram of Fig. 8. As.
^R

an example the phase path corresponding to a specific data stream

is illustrated in Fig. 9. From Eqn. (h) or Fig. 8 it is clear that

the phase f(t), at time.<j that are odd multiples of T, are i n/2

modulo 2fr and at tames that are even multiples of T are 0 or n modulo

2n.

Using the property that x(k) is equal to zero or n modulo 2n

and some trigonometric identities, the MSK waveform of Eqn. (4) can

be written us

yMSK (t) °cos (x (k) ) co sift cos 2n fo t -d(k) cos (x (k)) 
sin2T sift 27rfot

(7).

for	 kT $ t 5 (k+l) T

This representation of MSK ca

two quadyature data channels'.

specifies the inphase channel

sin ZT is the modulator pulse

_u

a be interpreted as being composed of

The product cos (x(k)) cos 7t cos 2nfot

where cos '(x (k)) is the data term,

form and cos 27f 0t is the carrier.

.,_



Similarly the pioduct d (k) cos (x (k) ) sin 
2T sin 2ftfot identifies

the quadrature channel where d (k) cos (x (k) ) is the data term,

sin 2T is the modulator pulse form' and sin 27rfot is the quadrature

r	 carrier. ,Equation (7) when viewed as a quadrature signalling

waveform can be rewritten as

"d (2k-1) C (t-2kT) cos wot - d (2k-2) D (t- (2k-2) T) sin wot

yMSK(t) =1	 for (2k-1)T S t 4 2kT 	 (8.
d (2k-1) , C (t-2kT) cos wot - d (2k) D (t ,-2kt) sin wot

2kT S t S (2k+1)T

where C (t) = cos 
2T and D (t) = sin 2-.

The block diagram of an MSK modulator is shown in Fig. 11. Note
e	 '

that the difference between the waveforms of pQPSK dC-J..L :d ;L (2)

and YMSK (t) (Egn.(S)), is that there is no phase discontinuity in

MSK. The modulator waveform of QPSK, pQPSK and MSK are presented

in Fig. 10.
s

Power Spectral Density of MSK

The power spectral density of MSK signal is, [10].

__ 8T[1+cos 4wfT]
SMSK (f )	 7t2 [1-16 T 2 f2j

The width of the main lobe of the MSK spectrum is 1.5 times .e

9)

larger than the main lobe of q,QPSK spectrum. H

drop-off is proportional to f-T compared to only

conventional QPSK. A discussion of appropriate

MSK signal to increase its bandwidth efficiency

is presented in [11].

Dwever, the sidelobe

-fr for p QPSK and

filtering of the

on linear channels



Detection of MSK Signals

The carrier waveform of an MSK signal defined in (9) can

be written as

XMSK 
(t) - cos (27` (f0+ d (k) ) t + x (k) ]

aT

Let f, = fo + 9T and f sa f0 
9T . 

Hence

cos (2frf I t + x (k) )	 if	 d (k) = I

yMSK (t )
cos (27rf

2
t + x (k) )	 if	 d (k) = - 1

Now, since x(k) is equal to 0 or fr, the received MSK waveform is

^ t cos 2nf^t	 if	 d (k) = 1
tia t^

L± cos 2wf^t	 if	 d (k) , = -1

10)

transmitted waveform of an MSK modulated data ?p it stream is

shown in Fig. 9. The difference between the transmitted frequencies

f  and f 2 
isf

i	fl 
= 2T which is one half of the data bit rate.

The demodulator of MSIC, rig-i2, consists of two main parts,

[8]. The first part is the self synchronizing circuit and the

second part is the coherent receives. Carrier recovery and coherent

demodulation can be accomplished by the squaring and phase locked

loop operation shown in Fig. 13. The waveforms at different stages'

of the synchronization circuit are shown in the figure. Figure 14

is a detailed block diagram of the MSK coherent detector. The

operation of the coherent detector is to find the phase path ^(t)

corresponding to the data sequence d(k). Once the phase



path is known the data stream can be extracted from it. Note

ccthat the output of the correlators-in Fig. 14 are inL jrated over

two bit intervals.

T+2kT	 iiLI (2k. T)	 I	 COS W 0 t cos yr r(t)dt

-T+2kT
2T+2kT	 it hI ( (2k+ 1) T) =	 f	 sin to 

0 
t sin r r(t)dL'

2kT

A serial MSK system has been proposed [12], (13] for implamenL4tion

of MSK signal at high data rate. in a serial MSIC system the MSK

modulated--signal is produced from biphase signal by filtering it

with an appropriately designed conversion filter which, ideally,

has a sin x/x freqLtency response. Similar to the sc ,.ial modulator,

a serial demodulator is composed of a filter matchad to the transmitted

signal, followed by coherent demodulation.

In summary, QPSK modulation compared to OQPSK and MSIC is

inferior in both spectral characteristic and performance on various

conditions. This is bocaus q of two reasons: 1) data sequence in

the I and Q channals of the QPSK are uncorrelated, 2) the modolator

pulse waveform of Lho. QPSK has a rectangular shape. It is well known

that these factors contribute to 
the 

undesired spectral characteristic

Of QPSK. indeed, 
in O ,QPSX the data stream in the 3: and Q channols

are correlated by half of a symbol interval and 
in 

MSK the employment

of s1nosoidal modulator pulses improves on out-of-band frequency drop-

off.

Based on the MSK concept several "wave shaping", (14) - [191,
PP

and/or 11 correla Lion" (201	 [26] schemes have been proposed and
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investigated. For example in tamed frequency modulation, [207,

the signal phasic at each signaling interval is a function of three

consecutive bits is contrast to the phaze of MSK signal which depends

on two succeeding bits.

In quadrature overlapped raised-cosine modulation (QORC),

[23), the modulator pulse shape takes form of an overlapping raiped-

cosine f^ (1-cos Tt ), for 0 $ t S 2T, which are extended over two

data bit interval. The power spectral density of QORC is shown to

be equivalent to the product of the power spectral densities of

MSK and QPSK, i.e., the power spectral density of the main lobe
k	 ^

retains the width of the spectral density main lobe of QPSK and the

sidelobes drop-off by the order of 	 .

1V. Combined Modulation and^Coding

In ordinary digital systems the transmitter consists of two

main parts, a digital-to-digital binary encoder and a digital to-

analog converter called a modulator. The distance between encoder

output codewords is measured by Hamming distance and the optimum

encoder is the one which maximizes the minimum Hamming distance

between the codewords.

A channel is specified by its noise characteristic, bandwidth,

r
power Limits (nonlinearities), interference and signal fade. The

modulator converts the binary sequence into an analog waveform

which is most suitable for transmission over the channel. In an

orthogonal basis, geometrically, each waveform can be represented

by a point in Euclidean space. The distance between two waveforms

is the Euclidean distance between their points and the reliabiity

L.
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=	 is directly proportional to this distance,,[27].

Recently a number of space encoded systems have been

investigated, [28], [291, where coding takes place in signal

space as part of the modulation process, The main advantage of

this approach is the possibility of achieving performance improve-

ment compared to uncoded modulation without bandwidth expansion.

Multi-h phase codes . , [28] and Ungerboeck codes, [29], are two of

the most promising signal space coding techniques.

(	 Multi-h Phase Codes

COn'sider a constant envelope continuous phase signal
1f

{
y

S (t) = COs (W t +

where ^(t) is the information carrying phase function. In MSK

signalling the function ^(t);is a piecewise continuous path along

the phase trellis of Fig. 8,, and each path can be considered as a

codeword in the signal space. Note that two paths stemming from

a given point in this diagram can merge just after two signalling

intervals. The main idea of multi-h coding is to keep the codewords
t

far apart in phase by means of cyclically time varying the modulation

index h. For example, for information bit 0, let the phase function

yn	

always change linearly with slope zero, while, for information bit
LL k

1 let the phase change linearly with slope h o=' during the odd sig-

nalling intervals and with slope h e=3/4 during the even signalling
^y

intervals. Here ho and he are the cyclic time'varving modulation

^p	 indexes and the phase trellis of this code is sketched in Fig. 15.., m



The horizontal lines correspond to inform

the phase is modulo 27r, the phase -trellis

cylinder and the phase transitions around

der are shown by broken lines.' Note that

of Fig. 15 two paths merge after at least

The coding problem in multi-h codes

14)

ation bit 0. Since

actually lies on a

the back of the cylin-

in the trellis diagram

three intervals.

is how to choose the

cycliciA ly time varying modulation indexes such that the free

distance of the phase codewords in the signal space is maximized.

A survey of this signalling method is given in [30] and more recent

works on this subject can be found in [31).

Ungerboeck Codes

;r The concept cf signal space Ungerboeck codes [29] is that

for a fixed information rate, at a sufficiently high signal to
f

noise ratio, if the number of possible channel signals is increased,

it is possible to achieve a significant reliability improvement, [27].

Here the main coding problem is how to encode the information into

an expanded signal space so as to achieve this gain.

The coding process is best understood by an example which

consists of convolutional coding followed by a nonlinear mapping of

the encoder outputs onto the set of channel signals.

In QPSK modulation, with unit energy per symbol, the minimum

Euclidean distance between adjacent signal points is /2--(.see Fig. 3).

{	 Now suppose that the inphase sequence d I (k) and the quadrature se-

j	 quence dQ (k) are passed through the rate 2/3 convolutional encoder

'-
of Fig. 16. The output of the encoder consists of three bit streams

A ,,

x

{
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denoted by y l (k), y 2 (k) and y 3 (k), and this is then used to

modulate,an 8-PSK signal. Since the encoder consists of 3

binary memory elements the total number of possible states of

the encoder is 2 
3=8 , 

 and for each state there are 2 2=4 possible

successor states. This specifies the trellis diagram of Fig. 17.

The mapping from the binary three-tuples y l (k), y2(k), Y3 (k)

to a point in the signal space of-an 8-PSK is chosen such that the

minimum Euclidean distance between the trellis paths is maximized.

This is accomplished by a process called "mapping by set partition--

M1.i.ng", where the 8-PSK signal set is successively partitioned into

subsets w-ith increasing subset minimum distance do < d l "< d2

as shown in Fig. 18. These subsets are then assigned to the en-
F

coder outputs.

Ungerboeck has shown that this signalling assignment maximizes

the free Euclidean distance between the trellis paths. The numbers

shown on the trellis branches are the actual transmitted 8-PSK

signals assigned by the process of Fig. 18. The free Euclidean

distance of the eight-state trellis of Fig. 17 is found to be

dfree_ 2.141 which corresponds to a coding gain of 3.6dB over con-

ventional QPSK, with no bandwidth expansion.

The Ungerboeck codes are further studied in [29], [32]-[34].

Finally, in [35] the performance of multi-h codes and Ungerboeck

codes over band-limited nonlinear channels are investigated and

compared by means of digital computer simulations.

1

4
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V. Spectrally Efficient Modulation Techniques

In the previous sections several modulation techniques were

investigated. It was mentioned that "modulator waveform" shaping

and "correlation" techniques reduce the; bandwidth of the main lobe

of the signal. Another method to increase the bandwidth efficiency

of a system, which is defined as the number of bits/sec that can be

transmitted per unit of base-bandwdith, bits/sec/Hz, is to use correla

Live coding, [36). In such a system, multilevel signals are used.

Duobinary/partial response signals are well known multilevel signal-

ing techniques that control the spectral :properties of the signal

and cope better with channel, distortions. In this section multilevel

modulation techniques QPR, QASK and 16-PSK with high bandwidth.

efficiency are studied.

Quadrature Partial Response (QPR)

The block diagram of a QPR modulator is shown in Fig. 19. The

QPR modulator can be considered as two 3-level duobinary signals in

quadrature, [36]. The even (odd) data bits in the inphase (quad

rature) channel is at first differentially encoded and the output

stream' a e (k) . (ao (k)) is fed into an impulse generator. The transfer

function of the filters He (f) and H (f) is
D

I He ( f ) I
2 

-IHD ( f )l ' = H(f)

 2T cosfffT	 for I f I < ^' T

0	 otherwise	 (10)

w

it

s s.

k^z
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The generated QPR signal y
QPR is

XQPR (t) = be (t) cos wot + bo (t) sin wot

where be (t) and bo (t) are three level partial response signals,

0?.
b (t) _ F.	 a (k) h (t-kT)

k=- C*

i	 and where h(t) is the impulse response of the filter with transfer
r

function He (f) as defined in (10).

In a QPR modulator, for a random binary input data stream

l with equaily likely symbols nine distinct signal points are generated,

with different a priori probabilities as shown in Fig. 20.

The complexity of the QPR system is comparable to the com-

plexity of QPSK signalling while it is less complex than the imple-

mentation of 8-PSK system. The bandwidth efficiency of QPR is

4 bits/sec/Hz and with appropriate filtering a bandwidth efficiency

of 4.5 has been reported, [37]. However, front a performance point

of view the 3-level QPR requires about 3-dB more signal power than

QPSK. (This is expected since the efficiency of QPSK if 2 bits/sec/Hz.)
1

The block diagram of a QPR demodulator is sketched in Fig. 21.'

At the receiver at first the quadrature components are separated

and filtered. The remainder of the operations in each branch is1

	

	 ,

equivalent to conversion of the duobinary encoded sequence to the
i

data streams de (k), and do (k). The output of the filters, v(t), are

sampled at the instants

t = (2k-1)T/2	 for k=1, 2, 3,...
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The sample points v[(2k-1)T/2] are squared and fed to the negative

input of a comparator. The comparator outputs correspond to the

even and odd data bits. The probabiity of an error in a QPR system

is

P (e) < 2 erfc 7,_ b
16 No

4	 -

a Quadrature Amplitude Shift Keying (QASK)

Qua►drature amplitude shift keying (QASK) , also known as

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), is a bandwidth efficient,

16-level signalling method, where the data stream is amplitude and

phase modulated. The 16 signal levels can be arranged in the signal.

space in various ways, [39]. The signal constallation of QASK

illustrated in Fig. 22 has attracted particular attention because

of its high transmission efficiency and ease of realization.

The modulator of a QASK signal can be readily implemented by

noting that each signal point can be decomposed into the vector sum

of two QPSK modulated signals'with appropriate amplitude ratios and

phase relationships: The QASK modulator shown in Fig. 23 is known

as the "superimposed modulation" scheme and is due to Ref. [39).

The two QPSK modulated signals S 1 (t) and S 2 (t) are called first-

path and second-path signals, respectively. The signal level in

the second path is 6dB lower than the first-path signal level.

The 16-level QASK signal y 	 (t) isi	 QASK

yQASK (t) = Si (t) + S2 , (t) _ [di I (k) cos wo t + dl	sin wo t]

+	 [dz i. (k) cos w of + cL 2 (k) sin wo t)

,A

.a
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where wo is the carrier angular frequency and d ij (k) are equal

to ±1. Note that the rate of data signals d ij (k) is one-fourth

of the rate of the input data signal d(k). The superimposed

modulation scheme has . the advantage that highly accurate QASK

modulated signals can be easily obtained, using QPSK modulators.

The implementation of the superimposed modulation scheme operating

at 400 Mbit, 16-level or equivalently 1.6Gb/sec. was reported in

[40). QASK operates with a bandwidth efficiency of 4 bits/sec/Hz.

The probability of error of 16-QASK is

P (c } < 2 erfcrO.^Tb
 No

which is significantly greater than that of QPR.

Demodulation of QASK Signals

Several demodulation systems for detection of QASK modulated

signals are available [41]-[43]. The-block diagram of a QASK

demodulator assuming perfect synchronization is shown in Fig. 24.

It has two quadrature channels each containing a correlator follow-

ed by a multiple threshold detector. The output of the threshold 	
4

detectors is a pair of numbers de (k) and-do (k) which represent the

estimates of the'quadrature components of the transmitted signal

u	 point.

in offset-QASK the quadrature components of the signal is

delayed by one-half of the symbol period, T/2. A modified version

i

	 of offset-QASK with sinsoidal modulator (similar to MSK waveforms)

with improvel spectral roll off was proposed in [441 and implemented

iri [45] .
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16 PSK

In 16-PSK the sixteen signal, points are equally spaced around

the circumference of a circle in the amplitude-PhAso opood. Zach

signal point corresponds to 4 data bits and hence the spectral

efficiency of the system is 4 bits/sec/Hz.
e

One way to generate 16-PSK signals is shown in Fig. 25. The

16 vectors required for the 16-PSK modem are derived from a carrier

generator. Selection of the appropriate vector at a g .ven signalling

interval depends on the four parallel data stream inputs to the

commutative device. The signal generation method of Fig. 25 can be

implemented by high speed ECL devices using VLSI techniques and is

flexible, i.e., it can be modified to generate phase shift keyed

signals with any required spectral efficiency, [46).

The probability of error of 16-PSK, pe" 16
-
PSK' in an AWGN channel

with two sided spectral power No can be bounded by

pe,16PSK < crfc^^b No

it is seen that 16 -QASK outperforms 16'-PSK's gnalling. Moreover the

demodulator of 16-PSK needs to be designed with high resolution to

distinguish between the signal points.

Demodulation of M-PSK Signals

# Differentially encoded 16-PSK signals can be detected by the

demodulator scheme shown in Fig. (26).	 In the differentially coherent

his receiver signal sin	 (trot + ^ i )	 is multiplied by the reference carrier

j° signal (at fo ) which is generated by a local oscillator.

`v
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The phase difference, O(t) ► between the reference carrier

and the received carrier is assumed to be constant over a symbol.

interval.

Vbo ~ sin (wot + 0(t))
	 }

The inphase and quadrature components of the signal are

integrated over one symbol period and sampled to produce

I 1 (i,T) and I UT)'. An estimate of a (iT) t 0 (3.T) can be -obtained by
d

a tan ' x operation. The difference between two successive es-- 	 3;

timated phases then provides 0 (iT) - 0((i - 1)T) which is compared
v

to 27rK/16 modulo 2fr to find an estimate for receive4 sumbol.

z The differentially coherent demodulator of rig. 20 is

rather simple to implement. However, the circuit simplification

is obtained at the expense of degraded performance , [2).

z^



conclusion

The performance of the different modulation techniques

are summarized in Fig. 27. In this figure the ordinate is

the ratio of bit rate to basebandwidthr bits/sec/Hz and the

abscissa is the signal-to-noise ratio. All curves are plotted

for a bit error rate of 10
-4
 and compared to Shannon's limit.

Note th4t : ,QAM is efficient since its , slope is,paralle' l to

Shannon's limit as complexity increases. However MPSK is

inefficient. On the other hand if the receiver is nonlinear

there are distinct advantages in using MPSK since it is not

amplitud6 sensitive.
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